
Lincoln Municipal Golf Committee Meeting 
Minutes from September 27, 2018 

Woods Park Place – 3131 ‘O’ Street, Suite 300 
Large Conference Room 

  
 
Members Present: Sherrie Nelson, Deb Oman, Bill Allen, Denis Vontz, Tim Rowland, Scott Carlson, 
Johnathan Benson, Todd Johnson, Jason Hutchison, Casey Karges, Matt Herman, Karen Flowers. 
 
Staff Present: Wade Foreman, Lynn Johnson, Scott Philippi, Kyle Oakley, Chris Meyer. 
 
Call to Order: Meeting was called to order at 12:02 p.m. 
 
Approval of August Minutes: Minutes approved by committee 
 
Annual Report: Year End results taking place of Monthly Report. Information has been compiled and 
Scott recapped certain things that went on throughout the year. Wade stated it has been a challenging 
year with fiscal year starting in October due to weather. October and November had brought tougher 
weather which meant not hitting projected numbers. Moving to March and April, two key months did 
not get as many rounds again due to weather.  
 
Wade reminded the committee we had 7-8” of rain the Holiday weekend of September 1st through 7th. 
This also affected sales revenue. Wade provided photos of the flooded course at Holmes. Wade shared 
that all of the courses were affected in some way or another. Dr. Roach came out to analyze the fairways 
at Holmes as how to treat. The rain and treatments are all about the importance of timing and cost 
effectiveness. Different types of grasses that have been planted and are being planted now were 
discussed in detail regarding Blue Grass, Rye Grass, etc. It was explained which grasses are healthier and 
easier to maintain. This is still in the testing phase to see if could be incorporated on other courses. This 
is part of the UNL partnership. 
 
Golf Report: Fairway Fungus Report. Wade stated that Casey has notes at the end of the golf report and 
would like to discuss it further next month. Weather climate and grasses were discussed between Bill 
and Wade.  
 
Rounds Report: Wade reported there was 25,155 rounds with 3 ½ days in August with complete 
rainouts. Wade felt they were doing well even if a bit under prediction. Yearly rounds were 158,082 
which is down 5,918 rounds from target goal of 164,000. Weather plays a big factor. 
 
Financial Report: Wade stated overall, given tough weather conditions this fiscal year came out 
successful with dealing with weather. Several CIP improvements were made. Sherrie questioned where 
$30,000 came from on the golf fund transfer, Lynn gave thorough explanation stating appropriation to 
the Golf Program. Wade and Scott gave a breakdown as to where the funds came from. 
 
Other miscellaneous questions were discussed and explained. Mahoney had maintenance repaires that 
had not been budgeted which showed a loss. Holmes had a similar experience.  
 
L.M.G.A.: Larry not in attendance. No update this month. 
 



Women’s League: Deb reported they had their Club Championship the end of August. The Club 
Champion was Sherrie Nelson. Deb shared the final event of the season was supposed to be a Jim Ager 
but moved to Mahoney due to fairway rehab work being performed at Ager. JB’s staff at Mahoney took 
care of everyone which was appreciated. Will finish out season in October at Mahoney. Deb felt they 
had a really good season this year. Deb gave KUDOS to the staff at Mahoney once again for 
accommodating and service. 
 
Senior Men’s League: Bill shared that they are working their way through the final months. In the heart 
of their FUN day schedule. Lots of tournaments. All three tournaments at different courses were full 
with 128 players. Final session opened last week, Pioneers is already filled. Number of players will drop 
off in October but still going strong. 
 
Old Business: N/A 
 
New Business: Golf Professional Contract Proposal Fees. Sub-Committee recommendations:  
Sub-Committee comprised of Casey, Matt, Bill and Brad. The golf professionals were on a 4-year 
contract. The Fee committee looked over the structure of what has been done in the past. One of the 
biggest changes had a target number of rounds. Opposed extra number of rounds will be changed to a 
bonus of total gross revenues. This should be easier to budget. Lynn gave a break-down of what has 
been done in the past. Lynn stated that approximately 80% of retail revenue was City revenue and the 
other 20% was outside revenue. Instead of using number of rounds is being to be incorporated into a 
bonus system. When the club makes money, the Pros make money. Wade stated they have met with 
the Pros. The Pros are receptive to the potential contract change. The Pros feel the bonus is more 
reachable and will be a win-win for everyone. This will be discussed further at the next meeting. 
 
Other:  
 
Adjourn: Meeting adjourned at 1:02 p.m.  


